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One submittor has raised concerns regarding the possible bio-accumulation of the
herbicide within eels. The submittor has suggested that export trade deals could be
seriously undermined if this was to occur.

Discussions have subsequently occurred with NIWA and MAFFish. There was
general agreement that this information would be required as part of the full
registration application. However, this trial was a very minor application with minimal
affects likely on instream life. North American data supports this. It has been
suggested that a period prohibiting eeling in the trial area would be appropriate.
Discussions are being held with the submittor to reach agreement on this point.

The second submittor raised concerns about signage, public access to the site during
the trial, and appropriate monitoring protocols. Modifications to the trial proposal
have been made to accommodate these concerns.

4.  Modified Timetable

A review of the trial timetable has been undertaken following receipt of the two
opposing submissions to the application.  The late January date was cancelled and a
new date set for late March. If we are unable to gain a resource consent prior to this
period then it is possible that the proposal may have to be abandoned. Constraints
include the need to apply the herbicide during specific climatic conditions, and the
limited period available before the experimental use permit expires.

5.  Recommendation

That the report be received and its contents noted.
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